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(traduction)
Patent Chief: we were victim of an orchestrated campaign
The European Patent Office is reorganizing, and this is met with fierce resistance. A high ranking employee
committed sabotage for many years and ‘most probably’ not alone, says President Benoît Battistelli.
In Rijswijk one of the biggest and most complicated building projects of recent years is being realized, the
construction of the new office of the European Patent Office, (EPO) valued at more than €200 mln. The new
office is being built in almost exactly the same place as the old office, along the Patentlaan. But the old office will
only be demolished afterwards.
It is symbolic for EPO itself, with 2700 employees the largest international organization in The Netherlands. While
the work continues, granting patents that are valid in the 38 member states a restructuring of the organization is
taking place and the main product is being renewed. For 27 EU-countries, a European Unitary Patent comes into
place.
Complaints about working pressure.
Within the EPO, headquartered in Munich, the transformation goes together with tremendous internal tensions.
One part of the staff is resisting the reforms and the changes that the management deems necessary to work
more efficiently. A trade union that claims to represent a large part of them, thinks that the management of the
patent office, led by the Frenchman Benoît Battistelli, is putting too much pressure to perform on the staff.
The resistance against this goes hand in hand with demonstrations and fierce accusations, among others about
suicides that would be the consequence of the too high working pressure. But the war against Battistelli, depicted
by his opponents as Sun King or dictator, also takes place less openly, as became clear last week. At that
moment, the Administrative Council of the Patent Office, in which the member states are represented, decided to
dismiss a member of one of the highly specialized Boards of Appeal for reasons of sabotage.
Leaked information and illegal weapons
The official, an Irishman, has the status of judge because he decides (together with others) about patent conflicts.
He can only be fired if his colleagues agree. His salary, €13.000 net per month, has been halved in anticipation.
In December of last year he was already suspended. He was discovered sending –from EPO computersanonymous and offensive accusations to the authorities and the press. Also, according to the EPO management,
he leaked information to a German attorney specializing in intellectual property. He even had illegal weapons
and nazi propaganda in his office.
‘Orchestrated campaign’
According to Battistelli the man ‘most probably’ did not operate on his own, although this is still being
investigated. 'We can now openly say that, in the past two, three years, we have been the victim of an
orchestrated campaign, aimed at destabilizing and discrediting the organization. The campaign was run by a
small group of people, some from within, some from the outside.’
Battistelli says that the campaign meant to block the reforms that he started when he came to Office, to lift the
efficiency and quality of the organization ‘to the level of the 21st century’. And, according to him, the second
objective was to derail the European Unitary Patent; as this forms a threat to those who profit from the current
fragmentation.
Depicting EPO as corrupted
Currently, a patent, also when it has been granted by the EPO, still has to be deposited individually in all member
states. Soon, the EPO will take care of a great number of these tasks and there will be a European Patent Court.
'By depicting the EPO as unreliable and corrupted, one must have thought, that transition will be delayed or put
up for discussion’ says Battistelli.
Although the allegations have never had the intended effect, according to the Frenchman there have been media
who have taken them seriously.

